Administrators’ Reflections
Mr. Lopez is very happy with the 2014 to 2015
school year. Our school’s academic and athletic
accomplishments make him proud to say he’s
a Tiger. The main priority of the administration
at the moment is to increase student awareness
of college requirements. Some of the best improvements to him so far this year have been
the expansion of Google Classroom, the use of
other classroom technologies, and a school wide
increase in school spirit! For next year, Mr. Lopez wishes to expand the AP and IB programs,
as well as AVID. He would like to let the student
body know that he is very proud of them, and is
infinitely grateful to the Valencia staff as well.
Dr. Watkins feels that this school year has been
one of the greatest, and that students here at
Valencia are accomplishing great things on
campus. She’s particularly proud of the respect students have for their school and fellow
tigers, and enjoys that Valencia gives students
various opportunities and pathways throughout their high school experience. Of course,
there can never be too many students picking
up trash around campus. Dr. Watkins loves the
new innovations around school, such as Blue
and Gold Fridays and the emphasis on getting
into colleges. She’s also proud of the expansion
of many classes in order to better fit students’
goals and personalities. For the next school
year, she would love to see students apply the
things they have thus far learned around school,
and exhibit positive and confident attitudes. Dr.
Watkins adds that she’s pleased to serve the
academic community, and proud to be a Tiger.
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Mrs. Yaung feels like this school year has been
one filled with great success with so many new
initiatives in place. She is amazed by all that the
students have accomplished this year through
our academies, arts, academics, and athletics.
She challenges every Tiger to get connected to
the school! She loves the influx of school spirit
she’s seen around campus so far this year with
the Blue and Gold Fridays. Mrs. Yaung is particularly proud of the caring staff and positive
student behavior here at VHS. For next year,
she is excited to take part in VHS becoming
an AVID National Demonstration School. She
also wants Tigers to know that the counseling
team is committed to providing support for
their college and career readiness. She adds
that she’s a big fan of El Tigre News/Mag!
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Has visited
Catalina Island

David Hatori

Went to VHS

Enjoys horseback
riding

Enjoys mountain
biking

Went to VHS

Enjoys camping,
barbequing, and
spending time
with family

Enjoys fishing
and camping

Huge pro
wrestling fan
Huge Foo
Fighters fan

Enjoys camping,
kayaking, yoga, and
spending time
with family

Favorite commercial is
Super Bowl Shuffle

Has taught at Valencia
for 30 years

Enjoys scuba diving
Coached swimming and
water polo for
44 seasons

Rita Philips

Erica Harding Barry Gardner
Ryan Reich
Mike Guest
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Was once named
“Coach of the year”
by OC Register

Owns 2 Pappion pups
Owns a 1968 Ford
Galaxy convertible

Went to see Led
Zeppelin for her first
concert

Set track records
at Pacifica

Has 164 pairs of shoes

Former head
Track coach

Took water ballet
in high school

Department
Heads:

What are
some fun
facts
about
yourself?

Total of 1701 college level exams
administered Spring 2014

Has slept in a castle
in France
Has visited 48 out
of 50 states

Helped build her
own house
Went to VHS
Participated in
Drumline and
Colorguard

Tanya Borg

AP - 1391 exams with an
88% pass rate
IB - 310 exams with a
90% pass rate

Has bottle fed
a baby tiger

Julie Walker Teresa Shermer

Enjoys
recreational camping

Donna Becker

John Van Dam

Went to see
Elvis Presley for her
first concert
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Picht

Snoopy

Robotics hosted
“Fall Classic”
competition with
over 50 teams from
35 schools

Snoopy is a world renowned character. Everyone and their grandma knows about the lovable pup and his friends, but did you know our
school did a production of Snoopy? The drama
program was at it again with a musical this
time. In fact, this is actually Mrs. Stanton’s,
the drama teacher, 3rd production of this play.
Musicals can be very hard to do because you
need actors who can sing and dance, and
collaboration with choir directors and dealing
with musicians. Despite these hardships, musicals can still have the same fun atmosphere
that regular plays have backstage. Charles
M. Schulz lovable characters are no strangers to Broadway either. As the play has an
indirect sequel called “You’re a Good Man,
Charlie Brown”. This just means that while it
is a sequel, you can view these independently
from each other. The play revolved around
the titular character, Snoopy, trying to make
it big with a play he wrote. The play was in

production on March 5th, 6th, and 7th. Of
course we must thank the wonderful actors
who worked their greatest for the show. Give a
round of applause to Phillip Herrera (12), Kyle
Gabriel (11), Nick Vasquez(12), Ozzy Rubalcava (12), Riley Osborne (11), Rose Koffman (11), Jazmin Chen (10), Minkyu Sohn
(12), Janeth Garcia (12), and Joy Linam
(12)! We hope you can continue to support the drama programs by watching shows
and maybe even joining in the drama class!

Many school campuses have English Language
Development (ELD) programs. Our ELD program offers two levels of education: one for
newcomers and one for intermediate students.
The students who enter this program, whether
newcomer or intermediate, range from grades
9-12. Newcomers are defined as students who
have lived in the US for less than five years,
while intermediate students are classified as
those that have held residence in the US for
more that five years. The courses available to
newcomers include three English classes which
focus on reading, writing, and articulation, and
one mathematics class and an elective of their
choice. The teachers directing these classes
are Mrs. Teresa Shermer, Ms. Tweety Guy and
Ms. Rosina Talamantes. On the other hand,
intermediate students focus on furthering their
understanding of english with classes pertaining to academic language, critical thinking and
advanced reading. Mr. Frank and Ms. Talamantes offer these transition courses for intermediate students, but these intermediate students are able to enroll in the same Language
Arts classes that non-ELD students participate
in. There are approximately 70 intermediate
students and 30 newcomers enrolled in reading classes. Many of our students who are en-

rolled in ELD find their national origins in El
Salvador, China, Japan, Vietnam, India, Mexico, Honduras, and Guatemala. A clear advantage to having an ELD program on campus include offering exposure to a number of various
cultures. The success of the students in the
ELD program range from passing the CAHSEE to newcomers reclassifying their classes
from beginner classes to more advanced and
challenging classes, Mrs. Shermer, head coordinator of our ELD program, has been involved in the program for 22 years. Her most
gratifying moment with these students is “seeing the light bulb go off and watching students
learn and understand our ways and concepts”.

English Language Development

Science
Olympiad

Congratulations to the
Science Olympiad team for their
performance in the Orange
County Regional at the University of Irvine. Joseph Yen (12)
and Kenneth Tsai (12) placed
6th place in Technical Problem
Solving, with Grant Wang (11)
and Rubin Patel (11) placing
6th in Wright Stuff as well. In
Bridge Building, Grant Wang
(11) and Geun Woo Kim (10)
placed 5th against the other
schools. Also, Deanna Nguyen (11) and Alison Pin (11)
in Entomology, Ashley Chen
(10) and Ryan Hon (9) in
Dynamic Planet, and Deanna
Nguyen (11) and Alison Pin
(11) in Fossils all placed 4th
place. In Air Trajectory, Milan
Patel (11) and Mihir Shah (11)
placed 3rd place, with Joseph
Yen (12) and Kenneth Tsai
(12) placing 3rd in Compound
Machines, and Erika Kim (9)
and Geun Woo Kim (10) placing 3rd in Write it Do it as well.
For second place, Milan Patel (11) and Deanna Nguyen
(11) placed for Disease Detectives, Joseph Yen (12), Kenneth Tsai (12), and Mihir Shah
(11) placing in Experimental
Design, and Joseph Yen (12)
and Kenneth Tsai (12) placing in It’s About Time. Lastly,
a great job from Andi Li (11)
and Erika Kim (9) for placing
first in Astronomy, Ryan Hon
(9) and Meghan Wang (9)
placing first in Anatomy, and
Terry Yau (12) and Alison Pin
(11) placing first in Forensics.
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VHS TIGERS SPORTS
VHS Tennis Coach Mike McCall was named the
OC Register’s 2014 Tennis Coach of the Year

El Tigre Applauds...

Tiger Athletes

Showing Pride, Tradition, and Excellence Through Athletics

Boys’ & Girls’ Lacrosse

Boys’ & Girls’ (B/G)
Basketball, B/G
Soccer, and eleven
wrestlers advanced
to CIF

Valencia’s lacrosse teams kicked off this season with an exhilarating game
against Tustin High School for the boys and Mater Dei High School for
the girls. Our boys’ team was lead by offensive players Jean Marc Saouma
(12) and Milan Patel (11), and defensive leaders Broc Benson (11), Dylan Neal (11) and Mario Diaz (12). Our girls’ captains this year are Leslie
Escobar (12) and Kelly Ruiz (12). Coach Paulo Sunia, head boys’ coach,
states “Our goal this year is to double the wins we had last year and do it
with character and have a blast doing so.” Coach Barry Gardner and Coach
John Van Dam, girls’ coaches, acknowledge the youth of our girls’ varsity
team, and believe our team will perform well against tough competitors.

Softball
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Baseball

Boys’ Soccer set
a new record with
a perfect 10-0
league record

Geun Woo
(Kevin) Kim
(10) is the #1 archer in the USA
for his age.

This season, Valencia’s softball team played in three tournaments
and co-hosted two others: the Softball team co-hosts the Showcase
Tournament and the North County Tournament. They chose to do this
as it gives them more chances to play more home games. This year,
the team is vying for the number three spot in the League. They also
have one of the most competitive opponents in the county such as
Pacifica - a national power and a California Interscholastic Federation champion last year; and Cypress, who will return with a senior
laden team that went to the semi-finals last year in the CIFs. Let us
cheer on our softball team for their endeavors and accomplishments.

Valencia’s baseball team started a new season on February 28. To be in top condition
for future games, they practiced diligently throughout autumn and winter. Although
they will have number games during the season, Mr. Joe Secoda, the baseball team’s
coach, stated, “We like to think that all games are big games. We try not to look forward
or behind, and take each day as a challenge and an opportunity to get better. We lost
many seniors from last year’s team, but have replaced them with some youth. We have
a good mix of experience and youth. It should be an excited year.” With a new season
and a new team, Secoda said, “We are looking forward to another challenging year.”

Tennis

VHS Wrester,
Gabby Garcia
(11) won her
3rd straight CIF
Championshiop

“Our season is just beginning, but it is looking
very positive,” gleams Ms. Sarah Davila, the cocoach with Mr. Jason Marganian here at Valencia.
A majority of this year’s swim team is made up of
teammates from years past, but the freshman on
the team still show very strong potential. Davila
feels, in particular, that sophomores Annaliese
Petite and Aubree Fuher will have a positive impact on the team this year.They’ll be having their
first meet at Esperanza on March 11th, and their
first home meet against El Dorado March 31st.
“It should be a very competitive meet,” Davila
remarks.
“We’ll
be very competitive at league.”
Best of luck, tigers!

Boys’ & Girls’ Swim

Track & Field

Boys’

This spring 2015 season, the Valencia Boys’
Tennis team has gone undefeated in League
with an amazing record of 10-0, marking the
9th consecutive year that they have won an
Empire League Championship. The team will
be going into CIF with an overall record of 16
wins and 3 losses, including two victories over
our league rivals, Cypress High School, and
proving both varsity and junior varsity teams
have overcome their challenges of the previous season. With seniors, Nick Alayra, Jun Im,
Justin Kim, Thomas Kim, Victor Liu, Austin
Lee, and Alan Mangosong, the team is motivated to give it their all during CIF tournaments.

This year’s Boys’ Varsity Volleyball team
showcased their strength, with Jaylen Aguilar
(11), Andrew Altamirano (11), AJ Arcilla (11),
Francis Arellano (10), Anish Bhaumik (12),
Justin Goddard (10), Angel Gutierrez (12),
Derek Huy (10), Dylan Ortiz (11), David Pirali
(11), Adam Suarez (10), and Lyle Ureta (12),
led by Andrew Altamirano (11) and AJ Arcilla
(11). The head coach, Mr. James Thorne sees
talent in his players along with an optimistic
view of this season. Their training lasted two
and a half hours a day, focusing on both their
individual skills and team concepts that awarded them sixth place in the League Playoffs.

Boys’ Volleyball

This year, VHS Track has 180 members. Recently, Frank, his staff, and our Varsity Boys Track
Team for winning the Empire League Championship. Boys and Girls Frosh/Soph teams were
undefeated League Champions, and included
10 individual champions. Girls Varsity finished
2nd in league, with Leone Yisrael (12) and Lily
Ebanks (12) earning individual league championships. Boys Varsity was undefeated League
Champions, including 5 individual league
champions, and the Empire League MVP honors went to Nick Coghill (12), who broke two
Empire League records that stood since 1991.
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Lemon Cake

Ingredients
1 package yellow-cake mix
1 package instant lemon pudding
mix
1 3/4 cups water
3 egg whites
3/4 cup nonfat milk
1/2 teaspoon lemon extract
1 (1 ounce) package instant
sugar-free vanilla pudding mix
1 (8 ounce) container frozen light
whipped topping, thawed

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175
degrees C). Spray a 10x15 inch pan
with non-stick cooking spray. In a
large bowl, mix together cake mix and
pudding mix. Pour in water and egg
whites. Beat on low speed for 1 min-

ute. Increase speed to high and beat for
4 minutes. Pour batter into prepared
10x15 inch pan. Bake in the preheated
oven for 25 to 30 minutes, or until a
toothpick inserted into the center of the
cake comes out clean. Allow to cool

VHS Academic
Decathlon Team
finished in 2nd
in the state in
Division 2 with
48175.9 points
and earned 14
medals

36 Valencia High
School students
were recognized
as being among
the elite students
1523 AP and 358
in the nation
IB exams have
been purchased
for a total 1881
college level
Jinnie Rhee was
exams for 2015
1 of 51 students
testing season
worldwide to earn a

perfect score on both
the Multiple Choice
and Free-Response
sections of the AP
Macroeconomics
SPRING 2015 //exam
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US News and World Report has
once again recognized Valencia High
School on their “Best High Schools”
list. Our ranking of 957 puts us
in the top 5% of the over 21,150
public high schools in the nation.

completely. In a large bowl, combine
milk, lemon extract and vanilla pudding mix. Beat on low for 2 minutes.
Fold in whipped topping. Spread over
cooled cake. Store cake in refrigerator.
Enjoy with a scoop of vanilla ice cream.

Of over 1,000 high schools in
California, 180 are honored with
the Gold Ribbon School Award.
This year, Valencia High School
was given this prestigious award
by the State Board of Education. In order to be eligible for
this recognition, schools must
have eligible grade levels, number of years in operations, and
intervention or sanction status.
However, schools are asked to
self-nominate if they believe
their school has been able to
make exceptional progress in
their endeavor to successfully
implement the newly adopted
states standards in addition to
acceptable academic content
and performance standards for
their students. Tom Torlakson,
state superintendent of Public
Instruction
Communications
Division, has previously described schools who have been
honored with this award as,
“academically successful, vibrant, and innovative centers of
learning and teaching”. The applicants of this program utilize a

model program their school has
implemented, including standards-based activities, projects,
strategies, and practices that can
easily be imitated by other educational organizations. Our administrators would like to congratulate the continuation of the
students’ and staffs’ hard work.
”OCDE has created the following mission. Orange County will
lead the nation in college and
career readiness and success.
We now have a model to point
to in Valencia High School.”

VHS ASB has partnered with UCI to host two
Blood Drives of the year.

Fine Arts
AP vs IB Art History

Ceramics

Despite the seemingly identical course descriptions, AP
and IB Art History are two dissimilar class experiences.
While AP Art History provides a brief yet expansive
overview of the history of art, IB Art History only focuses on two particular cultural periods of the student’s
choice. AP Art History’s curriculum stretches all the
way from Ancient Greece to the late 20th Century. Another factor in the student’s pick between AP and IB Art
History is the quantity of information tested at the end
of the year. For AP Art History, students are required to
be knowledgeable of 250 separate works of art, and the
AP test utilizes both multiple choice and free response
questions. For IB Art History, however, only 80 works
of art are mandatory, and the test at the end of the year
is solely in essay format. No matter what the student
decides, his or her experience with VHS’ Art History
course will prove fruitful and beneficial in the long run.

“Ceramics is a hands on, fine art, studio elective,” explains Mr. Reich, the ceramics teacher here at VHS.
There are options for Ceramics Classes. Students
can take either regular ceramics or AP Studio 3D
Art - both are considered fine arts. All grade levels
have the ability to take ceramics. “AP, IB, Val Tech,
EL, SDC, RSP, and everyone in between,” states
Mr. Reich. “Everyone starts as a beginner; everyone
will make mistakes, lots of mistakes. To see students
overcome their failures and make progress is fun to
watch.” Reich thinks ceramics is a rewarding experience in a variety of ways. Opening up a kiln to see
students’ projects, according to Mr. Reich, is similar
to opening gifts on Christmas, with heartwarming experiences galore. Ceramics has been a source of creativity at VHS and has been displayed in the student
art show, both on campus and at the district level.
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Painting
The course name is oversimplified; Drawing
and Painting focuses on developing the experience of students’ skills. Students learn how
to properly use various tools and materials in
order to enhance their drawing and painting
techniques. The methods used to instruct the
students ranges from contemporary to historical as well as other techniques such as criticism
and evaluation. Although drawing and painting
is a studio class, learning approaches include
lecture, demonstration and guided practice.

Art Fundamentals
Art Fundamentals is an introductory course to
the Fine Arts taught by Mr. Johnson and Mrs.
Olive. In the course, students learn about art
materials and techniques, specifically in regards to two-dimensional art study. Equipped
with utensils such as pencils, charcoal, colored
pencils, watercolor, tempera/acrylic paints,
chalk pastels, and oil/soft pastels, students essentially cover myriad artistic aspects: color,
portraiture, landscape, linear perspective,
still life and figure drawing to name a few.
This elective course introduces students to the
basic concepts common to the field of electronic art and design. It also explores electronic media as a means of creative visual communication and helps develop an understanding
of art principles and technical skills necessary
for graphic design. They use the same program
that the media industry uses, thus preparing
them to pursue careers that involve marketing,
trending, printing and designing. Students get
to design the Valencia Planner and they also
design a few items for the office, like posters.

Graphic Design
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AP Art History
AP Art History is a course taught by Mrs. Lauren Schultz. It includes the analyses of artistic elements such as form, style, and content.
It is then analyzed from the political, social,
and cultural influences from the time period.
The methods used to view and annotate art include presentations, timelines, and cue cards.
While there is a bigger focus on the logical and
systematic side of art, the art history students
do not shy away from expressing their artistic
talents by participating in hands-on activities.

AP Studio Art
AP Studio Art is a class for students who are
interested in mastering the execution of drawing, design, painting and sculpture. For acceptance, applicants must submit a portfolio
of their works for evaluation. The class specializes in traditional black and white photography, digital color photography, graphic design, and other 2-D artwork. If you’re
looking for a class for Fall 15, this class is
perfect for students who want to further advance their skills and pursue an artistic career.
One of the many art classes that Valencia has
to offer is 3D Art and Design, taught by Mrs.
Olive; it focuses mostly on using recycled materials and turning them into a works of art.
Some of the materials they use in their procedure are commodities such as cardboard,
plastic bottles, and newspapers. Some of their
projects include making dolls with a variety of
outfits, and creating paper mache sea creatures.
With an abundance of creative brainpower
and the desire to innovate, we look forward
to the creations that Tigers produce every day.

3D Art and Design
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On April 13th, Valencia High
School hosted its first ever TEDx
event and became the first of
four Orange County high schools
to host a TEDx event this year.
Formed from the nonprofit organization, TED, which is devoted towards the mission of
“ideas worth spreading”, TEDx
events are formed by communities throughout the world. These
events are unique in that they
are planned and coordinated independently with local speakers,
covering a wide range of topics from science to business and
even global issues. The TEDx
event held at VHS consisted of
a set of prepared talks, demonstrations, and performances that
centered on the theme of “What
do I know? How do I know it?”
With the hope of organizing the
event this academic year, Valencia High School first applied for
the license at TED.com in December 2014. After our school
received the license agreement
in January, announcements were
made to students to audition to
take part in the event. Those who
auditioned were required to present in front of a panel of teachers
and administrators. Of the 38 that
auditioned, the panel chose 13
students whom they believed best
represented the school’s theme.
The student presenters consisted
of upperclassmen: Celeste Chen
(11), Rachel Enderson (11), Jacob Leiken (11), Deanna Nguyen
(11), Tanya Nguyen (11), June
Park (11), Sana Talwar (11), Ashley Chen (12), Andrew Nguyen
(12), Jinnie Rhee (12), and Noelle Schorn (12). Each student
gave lectures on their own in
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terpretations of this year’s theme,
which can be seen online through
http://tedxvalenciahighschool.
blogspot.com/ or more information of the student speakers can be
found at http://www.ted.com/tedx/
events/15315. Along with the student speakers, the evening included
slideshows of student artwork and
two TED.com videos. Assistant Principal, Dr. Nancy Watkins as well as
senior student, Edward Rebolledo,
organized the event, working hard to
create the best possible experience for
the students and others who attended.
Having the TEDx event at VHS
truly captures the school’s motto of
Pride, Tradition, and Excellence.
The event pushed towards the idea
of fostering learning, inspiration,
and wonder for students. Events like
TEDx continue the school tradition
of educational excellence of encouraging students to aspire to think outside of the box and pursue success
in the future. With such success from
our first TEDx event, VHS hopes
to make TEDx an annual event.

Performing Arts
Orchestra

Kyle Gabriel
was selected to
join the SCVA
All-Southern
Honor Choir

Orchestra is a large instrumental ensemble with instruments consisting
of strings, brass, woodwinds, and
percussion. Near the end of May,
some of our students will be performing at the Memorial Day Ceremony.
Orchestra has done a great job this
year; countless hours of practice and
hard work is evident in their performances. Best of luck to Orchestra
in their upcoming competition!

Band

All Male

Valencia has several musical teams:
the symphonic band, drumline, and
marching band. All three teams
strive every day in order to perfect
simultaneously staying in formation and playing their instruments.
They are, without doubt, tireless
and hard workers; it takes determination and effort to polish their
formations. Good luck to the amazing and charismatic VHS band.

The Valencia All Male team is
geared up for a great competition
season this year! So far, the boys
have been practicing hard for quite
some time in order to perfect their
routines. They can usually be seen
in action practicing outside of the
dance room, near the 300 buildings.
We look forward to seeing them perform at their upcoming competitions
and assemblies. Good luck boys!

Colorguard

Dance

Choir

Colorguard has recently won first
place at the Huntington Beach Winter Guard Association of Southern
California competition. Valencia
High School has also hosted the
last Winter Guard Association of
Southern California competition.
Colorguard teams from all over
Southern California participated in
Valencia’s gym. “Go Tigers!” remarks
participating senior Lindy Huynh.

The VHS Dance Team has recently
qualified to compete in the USA Nationals championship division. “We
will go against the best of the best,”
said Ms. Monica Pena, the Coach
and Dance Team Advisor. Numerous first place awards have been
won so far this year, but the biggest competitions are yet to come.
Good luck to our VHS Girl’s Dance
Team for the rest of the school year.

VHS Tiger Tutoring was launched this fall, providing support in
all content areas. Over 100 students have attended each session.

The choir program is composed of
five different choruses, all organized
and directed by Mrs. Megan Arthurton. Their success can be attributed
to an efficient and professional structure. With this method, our choirs
have been able to put forth multiple
concerts and performances. While
organizing five vocal classes here
at Valencia, Mrs. Arthurton also
directs vocal ensemble at Kraemer.
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ON CAMPUS
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Blue
and Gold
Fridays

College Days
to promote
college
attendance

Football
School
enrollment
Empire League
Boys soccer is at an all
Champs
undefeated in time high
regular season

2 Blood
Drives
Sponsored
by UCI

Pride, Tradition,
Excellence

3000 cans
of goods
donated

Girls
basketball
empire league
co-champs

Affordable
class shirts
offered
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16 VHS seniors received exciting news just before winter break of their
early acceptance to prestigious universities including Stanford, Brown,
Dartmouth, NYU, and Ohio State University.

SCHOOL EVENTS
Talent Show

Valencia’s Talent Show, debuted on January 22nd, was filled
with talented singers, awesome dancers, hilarious hosts,
and amazing musicians. Although there were plenty of
great acts that impressed the audience, there were only
four winners, alongside an honorable mention. The honorable mention was performed by Cassie Poulsen, Jonah
Almanzar (11), Kyle Gabriel and Minkyu Sohn (12). They
performed “Trashin’ the Camp” in an acapella reprise.
Third place was held by both Miguel Carabes and Kiara
Grey. Miguel showed awesome skills in both singing and
playing his guitar with the song “Full-Speed”. Kiara exhibited talented rapping skills with her cover of “Beautiful”. Second place was swept by Tiana Borg (12) and her
beautiful dance moves to “The Meadow”. And first place
was secured by Julia Sakakibara and Almanzar with
poignant dance moves to “I Can’t Make You Love Me”.

Dodgeball
Rebounding in the finals to find a 2-0 victory over Team Karma, The Z-Fighters are this year’s champions of the annual dodgeball tournament. Of the 24 teams participating in this year’s event, three consisted solely of teachers and the remainder were a mix of students in creative, colored, and coordinated
team attire. Last year’s champions, the teacher team, “Business as Usual,” met an early demise as their
inability to dodge, duck, dive, dip, and dodge was their bane in the quarterfinals against this year’s water polo team. The drama program did an immaculate job in the organization and coordination of the
tournament, quickly rearranging brackets to fit around teams that dropped at the last second and constantly keeping a match going continuously on either of the two courts. The casting and announcements
of the tournament by Joe Quintero (10) and Nick Vasquez (12) allowed the hundreds of spectators that
crowded the stands that night to stay updated with the tournament standings. The spectators themselves
were not completely separated from the action, a stray ball often finding its way flung into the crowd;
all the while designated ball catchers from the drama program toiled to act as buffers the protection of
the crowd. In line with tradition, all the teams sported team outfits that made spectating a visual feast of
Japanese characters, morphsuits, and neon colors. Overall, the excitement of the crowd was matched
by the passion displayed on the court, and the hype is undoubtedly real for next year’s competition.
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Nick Coghill was County Champ
in the Shot Put (61’ 2”) and breaks
his own school record. He finished
2nd in the county in the Discus
throw, with a mark of 180’ 8”,
earning him the Male Field Event
Athlete of the Meet honors.

Lily Ebanks (12) was County
Champ in the Long Jump, with
a mark of 18’ 6”, which puts her
5th all-time in the history of this
meet. She was also 4th in the
county in the 100 meter dash.

Senior
Awards
Night

This year, our Academic Decathlon team won 1st in the county super quiz and took 3rd in the county division. Five members of the
OCAD team also placed in their respective categories: Jordan Ehrman (11) winning 1st in Literature, Maddie Rychlik (12) placing 4th
in Varsity and earning a gold medal in math, Andrew Nguyen (11)
taking home a Silver medal in Essay, 2 bronze medals for economics and Speech, Joseph Yen (12) receiving a gold medal in Math,
and Joyce Chew (11) attaining 2 gold medals in Music and Science. Joyce also received 8958.8 out of a possible 10,000 points,
setting a new school record! The team finished 2nd overall in
State in Division 2 with 48,175.9 points, with 14 individual medals. On the 26th of May at 7 P.M. in the
auditorium, Valencia High School
will host the annual prestigious
Senior Awards Night, in order to
highlight the successes of a number of graduating seniors at the
end of every school year. These
awards will be presented to the
recognized individuals as an acknowledgment of their achievements and endeavors in the four
main different academic departments, namely: Language Arts,
Science, Social Science, and Mathematics. This year, 70 exceptional
seniors will be presented with
awards to reaffirm their efforts.
The most popular and prestigious
award, however, is undoubtedly
the Tiger of the Year award. Two
lucky participants will receive
this award: one male, and one
female, valedictorians; only the
de la crème of the Tiger
Every year, Valencia High School school partook in this annual crème
population
this honor.
holds the Distinguished Scholars event in order to proudly claim An examplereceives
of this crème would
Night dedicated to recognizing their academic successes and be Mr. Fred Jenkins, the economand distributing awards to excep- endeavors of this school year. As ics teacher and IB coordinator
tional students who have been our tradition continues, “Once here at Valencia High School, who
academically successful. On the a Tiger, Always a tiger,” Steven was the Tiger of the Year 1988.
29th of April, awards were pre- Flores - an alumnus from 1996 We hope that our students take
sented to scholars that achieved and a previous Tiger of the Year - pride in their work and that the
either an overall weighted GPA participated as the guest speak- awards represent their passion
of 3.8 or an unweighted GPA of er to commemorate this special for the school. Congratulations to
3.5, as well as passing grades in night. Congratulations to all the all the seniors, and we wish them
8 Honors or IB classes. This year, scholarly Tigers that persevered luck in their future aspirations.
410 notable students from our and received an award this year!
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Distinguished
Scholars

Interview
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Dr. Donovan P. German

A professor at University of California, Irvine has
formed a collaboration with Ms. Rita Phillips.

T

his year, our very own Valencia High School has been given the opportunity to collaborate
with UCI professor, Donovan P.
German, Ph.D. He went to school
fairly close to Valencia, and has
wanted to start this program in order to give back to the community.

Did you enjoy your high
school education? I did. So I
actually grew up not too far from
here. I went to Villa Park High
School. Right here in Orange
County, and interestingly enough I
wasn’t really pushed into science at
a young age. My family really valued
sports, so I did a lot of sports stuff,
but I did take Biology and Physiology originally in high school.

Teacher’s assistants left, Ms. Phillips middle right, Dr. German right
Did you participate in any What made you want to
extracurricular activities in become a Professor? Good
high school? Yeah I played foot- question. So as an undergraduate
ball and baseball, so that took a I leaned more towards majoring
lot of time. I was a good student in Marine Biology, so once I was
as well. I had a very high GPA, squarely set in my major and I was
but I just didn’t take a lot of sci- taking all the courses, I started to
ence classes. Towards the end of do independent research at the
high school I started to play a University of San Diego, which is
bit of music on the bass guitar. where I attended college. I just really caught the bug, right there, to
basically be an explorer, to do research for a living, and really the
one place you can do that with
great freedom is at a university. As
long as you can secure funding,
and you do your work, you can do
whatever you want. That’s the major reason I became a professor.
Also the ability to give back to actually inspire other young people
to pursue exploring the unknown
and make the world a better place.
What do you think these

students will take with
them past high school?
Just to back up, and less in terms
of our school system, we rank very
low in science literacy and also appreciation for science. Almost have
the population thinks science is
scary and that scientists are people
to be afraid of. That’s not good for
us not at all! Really, science has
done a lot of great things for humanity. One of the main points
was for us to come out and get kids
at a young age, mostly Freshmen
and Sophomores, and really show
them that science is fun and that
it is problem solving. Really we all
use the scientific method everyday
of our lives, just in a different way.
You can use science to solve even
the grandest problems of the world,
but at the same time it can be fun.
What opportunities are open
to these students through this
collaboration? That’s a great
question. Ultimately we are going
to have some field trips going at the
end of the year, including one to
UCI by the science center. During
the UCI trip the students will tour
the science labs, do some activities,
and that will be neat for them to see
and actually research university,
see the labs, see what the labs look
like and how people in the labs operate. But at the same time I would
hope to recruit a few students to
get interested in that. We actually
had a student come in from Mission Viejo, who did excellent in
the lab, so I can easily see that happening with Valencia through this
program. We hope to recruit those
students and really help them excel.
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Once a Tiger...
Ms. Erica Aronson graduated from VHS. However, she is not the second, but the third generation in her family to come to VHS. Her grandmother, Ernestine Arce, graduated in 1945.
The next was her mother, Camille OroscoAronson (1966). After came Aronson (2001)
and her brother, Andrew Aronson (2004).
Aronson’s great aunts also went here and they still
know and sing the alma mater. They frequently
talk about the families they knew from high
school that still have legacy within the community, such as Bastanchury and Bradford families.
Aronson states that having her brother and

her attend VHS wasn’t really something they
thought of or talked about when we grew up.
They weren’t supposed to come here at first.
Luckily for the Aronson family, the boundaries
changed and they ended up at VHS . For Aronson and her brother, there was no emphasis on
the family legacy at the time, “In retrospect, we
should have because that says a lot about the
community and the school.” It was not until
she came back to VHS to teach that Aronson
realized how incredibly special it was to have
three generations come through the same campus. Aronson reflects, “Now, as a teacher, it’s
cool to think that my grandma, great aunts, and
great uncles walked around this same place.

Valencia is a home, truly, not just because
I’m a 3rd generation but because of the culture of our campus. The staff and students are
a source of Pride, Tradition, and Excellence.”
When asked if Aronson hoped a fourth generation would come here, her response was
joyful, “Now that we’re aware of how many
generations have gone here, I’d like to continue
it! Plus, it’s one heck of an amazing school.”
The Aronson family truly is an example of the
school’s legacy and is a source of pride within the
VHS community. Aronson’s family is the epitome of our moto “Once a Tiger, Always a Tiger.”

Always a Tiger!

ROP

SERVE

Rick Lopez Sr. founded Social Emotional Recreational Vocational Education (SERVE), in 1989. The sole
purpose of this program is to provide
an environment that these students
would not typically have in a regular classroom. These students have
the chance to connect with the school
and their peers without having to join
any clubs or sports, it gives them an
opportunity to participate. They improve immensely, for example a 0.3
GPA to a 2.4 GPA within one semester
is how much some students improve
with the help of Mr. Diego Sologuren
and their fellow peers. Students in the
class start with very low grades but
towards the end they change drastically, with the help of their peers and
Sologuren, anything can be achieved.
The classroom has all the materials
that they need like books and computers enough for everyone. Not a
lot of teachers have a classroom set
of books or 20 laptops, but SERVE
has the basic essentials for them to
achieve their goals. Each week is set
in 3’s. Mondays are topic days, TuesThursdays are academic days and every Friday is an activity day. SERVE
is such a well loved program that
there are 25 students that are waiting
to be enrolled. Almost every student
loves this program and Sologuren
makes it even better and more enjoyable. He claims that he appreciates
the SERVE program; Sologuren is a
committed teacher and strives to see
his students achieve. Students who are
able to join SERVE typically understand the value and importance that
the program provides in their lives.

ROP, meaning “Regional Occupational Program,” is a program designed to help people get into the
working world by giving students
classes that teach them about various
work forces and how to be successful
in the work environment. The main
ROP building is in Anaheim and the
program was started in 1967, by the
then California governor, Ronald
Reagan. The program was institutionalized in Orange County on the
year 1971. We have a few ROP
classes on our campus as well. Law
Enforcement and Forensics are class
that help students get into the world
of criminal justice and crime scene
investigation respectively. The next
class is Culinary Arts that replaced
the previous Foods class. This class is
for students who have a desire for the
hospitality business and becoming a
chef. We also have courses concerning careers in Medicinal Services.
We have classes in both Medical Assisting and Sports Medicine. Medical Assisting deals with training on
being a nurse and helpers to the hospital environment. Sports Medicine
is used for teaching students the sciences relating to physical exertion.
Preschool is for students that want
to have a career in childcare and the
students have hands on experience
working with children at this school.
B.I.T.A is another class for students
who want to go in the construction
world. R.O.P. is a great program for
students as it and helps them get
a head start on practical application for careers that students desire.
R.O.P. provides tools for the future.
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Tiger Growls
Rodriguez

“It’s not the will to win that matters—everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare to win that
matters.”– Paul “Bear” Bryant
“I hated every minute of training, but I said, ‘Don’t quit. Suffer now and live the rest of your
life as a champion.’”– Muhammad Ali

Frank

“Be better than you were yesterday”
“Last one, best one”
“Given time, hard work beats talent”

Garcia

“Don’t bother just to be better than your contemporaries or predecessors. Try to be better
than yourself.”-William Faulkner
To give anything less than your best, is to sacrifice the gift.-Steve Prefontaine
“The will to win means nothing without the will to prepare.”Juma Ikangaa

German
“It is not the size of the dog in the fight, it is the size of the fight in the dog.”

McCall

“Be proud of yourself at the end of the day”
“Enthusiasm and industriousness are the cornerstones of success”

Marganian

“There is no substitute for hard work”
“ When you wake up in the morning, do you see the best version of yourself in the mirror?”
“One moment of pain is worth a lifetime of glory”

Gardner

“Hard work leads to success”
“Play proactive instead of reactive”
“Work for your teammates”
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AVID: Working Towards the Future
For 17 years, our AVID program has
gone above and beyond, exceeding
goals and shattering the previous percentage of acceptance rates into four
year colleges. The acceptance rate of
seniors into four year colleges have
skyrocketed within the AVID program
to be 90% compared to the overall senior class having a percentage of 40%.
Our AVID students and faculty utilize
everyday on campus in their strive for
making Valencia High School a National Demonstration School. Only
140 schools have the acknowledgement of being a National Demonstration School. This title entails that the
AVID program is officially recognized
as a highly affluent system that is able
to host other AVID programs in order
to teach them how to implement successful ideas and teaching onto their
students. One innovative way they
have started working towards accom-

plishing this goal is by being the only
class working with Tutorial. Tutorial
offers students the ability to ask any
questions involving any class they are

“Our program is growing every year and we
are working towards
our goal of becoming
a national demonstration school.”

enrolled in. A college tutor is provided
for assistance in not only helping students reach the answer on their own,
but also help develop a student’s independence. AVID prides itself in their
core staff of Mr. Frank, Mr. Henry, Ms.
Harnett, Mrs. Shermer, Ms. Nasouf,
Mrs. Yaung and Mr. Le. With these
contributing factors, AVID has been
able to produce successful and prom-

ising young adults such as VHS AVID
senior Jose Montoya. Jose has been
given the honorable award of “Senior
Standout” accompanied with an offer
for a 4-year financial aid scholarship
award of $90,000 to attend Allegheny
College in Pennsylvania. The AVID
members and staff are proud of Jose
and his hardworking, dedicated and
altruistic personality. He has been
given an amazing opportunity to further his schooling at a top level education that his family might not have
been able to provide for him. Thank
you for your support of our AVID program and to all who have supported
Jose on his journey at Valencia High
School. We are so proud of our successful AVID tigers. With the support
of all of their fellow tigers, our Valencia AVID program should be able to
make Valencia High School a National Demonstration School in no time.
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At the State Leadership Conference for
FBLA, four students
placed in the top 10
in their categories.

WATCHI N G T HE T UBE
coordinate and manage the opera- the 9th World Championship of

Every Friday morning, class- tion. There are four main positions Softball in Irvine right beside ESPN.
rooms full of students across Va- that students can fill: you could be They plan to do the same this year
lencia hush to a whisper as the fa- an editor, a writer, behind the cam- with the 10th World Championship.
miliar Tiger Tube logo fades onto era, or in front of the camera. To

Tiger Tube, having started in a

the smartboards. Over 2000 stu- join Tiger Tube, see your counselor storage closet with Adobe Premier
dents tune in every week, but how and ask to join Video Production 1. CS3, is constantly evolving. A fumuch do we really know about

Tiger Tube is a unique class ture development that Ms. Sawyer

what goes on behind the scenes? in that it is run 100% “By Stu- would personally like to embark on.
“We design, shoot, edit, and dents, for Students.” Also, stuexport every story we show,” says dents collaborate and raise money
Ms. Sawyer, the advisor of Tiger for other extracurricular activities.
Tube. The first year students enter

Outside of Tiger Tube, Video Pro-

the program, they learn the founda- duction 1 students pursue other protion of video production, while sec- duction projects as well. Last year, for
3 ELD newcomers have passed
the 2014 CAHSEE
within one year of
living in the country.

ond, third, and fourth year students example, the Tiger Tube crew filmed

BU I L DI N G T H E FUT UR E
their work around at school: the li- award. BITA is an ROP class which

Building Industry Technology brary counter, concession stand for means it helps you be prepared to go
Academy is an on campus program softball, and many projects soon to into the workforce. If you are interthat provides training in construc- come. Mr. Morrison is the instruc- ested in woodworking or construction, team building and life skills. tor of BITA, he will be teaching tion, the BITA program is an invaluBITA is an open program, which four periods of Wood Manufactur- able opportunity to explore students’
anyone on campus has the opportu- ing and two periods of Wood Shop. passions in building and structure.
nity to participate in. The program is The Wood Manufacturing classes
undoubtedly one of the most fulfill- will develop into a BITA Program
ing experiences available on campus. over the next four years. BITA also
Anyone participating in the program participated in a competition feafor all four years has the opportunity tured at the Costa Mesa Fairgrounds
to become an apprentice. Everyone on April 25th and 26th. This year
participating is working to be a tal- they built a small house in as little
ented builder. You may have seen as 2 days! They recieved a 1st place
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EL TIGRE SENIORS
Maia Songalia
Co-Editor-In-Chief

Amy Truong
Co-Editor-In-Chief

“Everything has beauty, but not
everybody sees it.” -- Confucius

Always believe that something wonderful is about to happen!

Julianne Vu
Senior Marketing Manager

Elizabeth Zuniga
Artist

I’m not religious, but my motto is to be
chill kid. Like Jesus.

“Man is least himself when he talks in
his own person. Give him a mask, and
he’ll tell you the truth” -- Oscar Wilde

Justin Navarrete
Photographer
“Living Like Larry!”
-- Larry the Lobster, Spongebob
Squarepants
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Bryan Maldonado
Photographer
Keep pushing to the limit, then go a little
bit more

National Signing Day

Throughout the years and generations of Tigers that come and go, there are always a select few that stand out
above the rest. These exemplary student athletes, when the opportunity arises, have the chance to receive an athletic scholarship to a school of their choice. This opportunity is available through National Signing Day, the first
Wednesday of February in which the chosen high school seniors sign a National Letter of Intent stating that
the individual will be attending that university to play their specific sport. This opens several doors to many opportunities to either play professional sports, or graduate with a degree. These opportunities open up endless opportunities for the future of both the student and their loved ones. This is a very prestigious accomplishment, and
this year we have the pleasure of having 4 Tiger seniors attend National Signing Day. After years of dedication
to their respective sport, these aspiring college athletes were accepted to the following colleges: Coby Kauhaahaa to Cal State Fullerton, Jean-Marc Saouma to University of Nevada, Jake Watkins to Cornell University, and
Kassidy Williams to Dartmouth College. Each tiger is unique in their choice of school and sport, and we wish
them luck in all of their future endeavors. Great job Tigers! We look forward to seeing you play at the next level.

Coby Kauhaahaa
This year, Coby Kauhaahaa received a scholarship from California State University of Fullerton (CSUF) for his skill and talent as a baseball
player. He had planned to attend CSUF since elementary school, and even wrote about it in his
sixth grade yearbook! “It’s so surreal to know I’ll
be playing baseball at a very great school!” Coby
said. He had always been planning on attending college, but is now certain that he can attend
CSUF directly after high school. “You never know
how long you’ll be able to play the game, so you
have to enjoy every opportunity you get.” Outside
of baseball, Coby will be studying business and
accounting while attending CSUF. “I wasn’t the
first person to get a scholarship for baseball, and
I know I wont be the last. I have my teammates
to thank for pushing me to play my best every
day, every week, every practice, and every game.”
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TIGER ON THE STREET

El Tigre came out with the first PYLUSD student run magazine. BITA also
made amazing newspaper stands for El Tigre. Thanks BITA! :)

DANCES

Winter Bash

Sadies

Prom

It has been a long time since the
dances offered during the school
year have changed, but this year’s
change produced a positive and
memorable reaction. The new gym
was converted into a winter wonderland with white curtains draped
on the walls and white couches
and polar bear statues surrounding
the dance floor. The dance also accommodated to those who decided
against dancing by offering them
arcade games that encompassed
the dance floor. DJ Pegleg played
great music that create an upbeat vibe all throughout the gym.
Spread across the dance floor were
mini stages for people to dance
on, and glow in the dark sticks to
dance with. Overall, the Winter
Bash certainly lived up to its name.

Valencia High School’s Sadies
dance took place on March 13th
with the theme pertaining to the
magical world of Disney. The quad
was transformed with a variety
of lights that filled the night with
color, resembling California Adventure’s World of Color. Students
went all out in costumes from the
Incredibles to Mickey and Minnie. DJ Peg Leg worked his musical stylings with flat screen monitors displaying music videos of the
song that blared through the speakers. With dancing being a popular
option among the student body, the
cafeteria was transformed into an
arcade for the people who chose
not to dance. With the dance coming to an end around 10 PM, Sadies
ended with a happily ever after.

It’s Prom season once again at Valencia High School. Tuxedos are
rented, gowns are bought, corsages
are worn, and limousine drivers are
hired. This year’s Prom will take
place on May 30th from 7pm-11pm at the American Way Cultural
Center. Tickets sale prices began
at $65 with an ASB sticker. If you
don’t have an ASB sticker, a special price is offered at $80. While
ASB hasn’t released the theme just
yet, the decorum will incorporate
historical accents. DJ Peg Leg will
fulfill the night with great music
that will fill the dance room with
great music, creating an amazing and memorable atmosphere.
The night will be topped off with
some sweet desserts provided by
Mr. Louis and our ASB members.
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